
The UK’s Leading Video Learning Platform

Planet eStream is an innovative browser based video learning platform that powers the C2k Media Library. It has 

enabled C2k to realise their vision of enhancing digital learning provision by creating, branding, and controlling 

their own secure video on demand solution to facilitate content sharing and archiving for the C2k schools. 

C2k Media Library at a Glance… C2k Media Library at a Glance… 

Add different content types including videos, photos, PowerPoint 
presentations, and other media

Create your own flipped learning and user generated content

Upload your content from desktop computers or mobile devices

Tag your content with simple metadata choices and desired audience for 
viewing

Publish your content to users across the entire C2k estate, your own 
school, or mark it as private for your own viewing only

Categorise your content by selecting the most relevant categories for it to 
appear in

Manage your content by adding chapters, creating photosets, making 
playlists, and designing lesson plans

Edit your content with a simple online editing tool

Share your content by embedding links to media in your Fronter VLE, 
websites, and social media channels



SupportsSupports

Flipped Learning
Empowering students to learn in their own time, at their own pace, and on any device.

Mobile Learning
Supporting mobile technologies to enable learning anytime and anywhere in addition to facilitating 
creation and upload of spontaneous learning materials.

Blended Learning
Using your C2k media library resources alongside your face to face instruction to combine instructor led 
synchronous learning and self-paced asynchronous learning.

eLearning
Enabling eLearning principles by providing a delivery mechanism for mixed media types including audio, 
video, images, documents, and digital files such as PowerPoint.

Virtual Learning 
Enhance your digital learning provision by embedding rich video content from the C2k media library into 
your Fronter VLE.

Synchronous Learning 
Enhancing your synchronous instruction by enabling you to incorporate video based learning quickly and 
easily with your traditional teaching methods to aid information retention by students. The methods of 
using your media library to support face to face instruction are varied and include creation of 
interactive lesson plans, creation of playlists of subject relevant video clips, and the ability to create 
slideshows from image files or from Microsoft ® PowerPoint, synchronised with video playback - creating 
a rich multimedia experience. You can be spontaneous with video based learning by jumping very quickly 
to relevant chapters, scenes, or markers in video material to augment your curricular instruction with 
your students.

Collaborative Learning
Promoting collaborative learning by providing a great, constantly expanding central resource of shared 
learning materials for use across the entire C2k estate.  Users can also upload their own video content 
which can either be private to that individual, shared with a group, or shared globally across the estate. 

Distance Learning
Providing a secure platform to access online courses, training and professional development materials and 
classroom resources to support coursework, homework, and examination preparation. A valuable distance 
learning resource for students who are absent, excluded, or have medical conditions that prevent them 
from physical attendance.
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